VNClagoon Collaboration Suite

Seamless enterprise productivity solutions for secure collaboration.
In business environments, every activity is related to a date and time. Successful business often means “fast moving”. In order to be successful, teams need to be perfectly organized. A key element to be organized is a powerful insight into milestones, deadlines and upcoming events, whatever they may be. To get an accurate, immediate and complete overview, you need a “power calendar” that is always updated, containing all events that may be relevant.

A calendar is supposed to show all relevant actions scheduled on a certain date or within a period at one glance.

VNCcalendar is based upon state of the art frontend technologies, presenting your events on any device, including mobile Apps. VNCcalendar receives its datafeed (your dates and meetings) via the powerful VNCaxf Restful API.

As a consequence, VNCcalendar is fed from various backend information systems such as VNCmail, VNCproject, VNCtalk and others – integrated as needed.
VNCcalendar is the only calendar application you need for all work-related appointments, team schedules, recurring events or whatever else you wish to do. It efficiently helps you to plan and organize your week ahead.

All Sources in One App
Connect VNCcalendar with all your applications: VNCproject, VNCmail and many more.

Full-featured Appointments
Topic, location, attendees, date and time, description, resources, attachments, etc.

VNCcalendar Integrations
Add appointments from emails, tickets, tasks, scheduled calls and other VNClagoon features.

Must have Features
VNCcalendar provides every useful feature you are familiar with and required for your work.

Notifications & Reminders
VNCcalendar will remind you with notifications. You can define your personal notification patterns.

Multiple Calendars
Create, display and share several calendars and sub-calendars in different colors.

VNCcalendar is the only calendar application you need for all work-related appointments, team schedules, recurring events or whatever else you wish to do. It efficiently helps you to plan and organize your week ahead.
VNCcommander

Your enterprise information stream

VNCcommander is the central place you need to be perfectly organised. Find, view and manage all your important messages, emails, chats, tasks, appointments and much more in one place! We are confident that VNCcommander – as a part of the VNClagoon stack – offers our partners and customers a super professional and highly secure (GDPR compliant) alternative to Slack and other proprietary collaboration software.

Get your information flow in real time and organise all your various communication, information and collaboration channels. Don’t miss any important contribution of team members or partners and customers.
Integrate processes, people and information

VNCcommander helps you to integrate processes, people and information across your organisation. It gives a unified and secure gateway for information and an access point for your employees and partners.

- **Customizable Start Page**
  The start page gives you quick access to all VNClagoon products you are subscribed to.

- **Tags**
  You can tag all items across all products and filter items according to tags.

- **Global Search**
  You will be able to search globally across all connected products including attachments.

- **Stream View**
  Showing all new items from the selected products such as new emails, upcoming tasks, etc.

- **Global User Profile**
  You have access to your user profile from every VNClagoon product.

- **Highly secure & GDPR compliant**
  Can be implemented on-premise as well as hosted in a datacenter of your choice.

VNCcommander allows you to group and sort all items and use filters to only see emails or chats, for example. Quick actions allow you to stay in the Stream while deleting an email or answering a quick chat. That’s efficient and helps you to stay focused.
VNCproject is the perfect tool for keeping control in complex projects.

The browser-based, open and fully customizable solution leaves nothing to be desired: VNCproject combines issue, task and ticket management, scheduling, progress monitoring, Gantt charts as well as time tracking, wikis, cost control, team management and powerful project planning features. Having all these different features in one single project management tool enables you to work as fast and efficient as never before.
360 degree Enterprise Project Management

With VNCproject you keep your projects in focus and your customers happy. VNCproject is your all-in-one solution for your daily work. VNCproject supports an unlimited amount of projects / sub-projects, tasks / sub-tasks and lifts your project management to the next level.

Ticket Management
Quick overview of all tickets and tasks with color codes, sorted by priority, (sub-)project, assignee.

Timesheets
Record working hours and correlate the time spent with exact projects and activities.

Calendar & Scheduling
View of all tasks that have to be handled within the next days – or within a given time frame.

Help Desk & Issue Tracking
Professional ITIL based Help Desk System with incidents, problems, changes, knowledge base, SLA.

Meta Roadmap Planning
Management level perspective on selected meta roadmaps, meta tasks, versions and tickets.

Recruitment
Job Positions, Applicants, recruitment stages, Assessments, Talent Pool.

Extensible Modules
Timesheets, Roadmaps & Meta Roadmaps, Helpdesk, Agile Board & Achievements, and more.

Permission Management
Role-based and configurable. Single Sign-On (VNCdirectory or LDAP), automatic or manual user

Tickets via Email
Create tickets from emails, receive updates by email.
Create tasks, manage them, get organized – all in one tool.

Simple and easy.
Get started quickly by installing the VNCtask App and you're ready to go.

Create your tasks in just a sec.
Just tap a few times and your new task is there.
With Task Name, Start and Due Date, Priority, Project, User, Repeats, Description.

Manage your tasks.
Set reminders, view, tag and sort your open tasks, change their status, add more details and comments – and get your work done.
Complete your tasks with just one click.

Get organized.
Work with complex task lists and collaborate with your team members.

Get things done!
Create tasks, manage them, get organized – all in one tool.

VNCtask is a very easy-to-use task management tool that you can access in your VNCtask App or directly in your browser. It helps you to manage each task through its life cycle by involving planning, tracking, and reporting.

VNCtask can help you to achieve your goals in time.

**Task Management**
Create new tasks on the fly with few details like Start Date, End Date, a Comment – and that’s it.

**Advanced Search**
Search tasks via projects, users, fields, dates and also tags.

**Notifications**
Stay informed! Get notifications via email, in your browser or on your mobile device.

**Recurring Tasks**
Create recurring tasks with predefined frequencies or at a specific date.

**Task Settings**
Set reminders, notifications or account details according to your preferences.

**VNClagoon Integration**
Create your tasks directly from VNCtalk, VNCmail and more.

VNCtask helps you to monitor your tasks through their various stages from start to finish. This involves actively making decisions for your tasks to accommodate changes that can occur real-time, with your end goal being the successful completion of your tasks.
Store your files, folders, contacts, image galleries, videos and more on a server of your choice. Access that folder from your mobile device, your desktop, or a web browser. Access your data wherever you are, when you need it.

VNCsafe is integrated within VNCmail, so you have your files available directly within your groupware and can save, store, share them right there. Compose an email and attach a file from VNCsafe with just one click.

You don’t have to download large files – this is done by VNCsafe on the server. Therefore, bandwidth is no longer a problem when it comes to large files!

Drag & Drop a file to any folder in VNCsafe manually or rules based.
What is VNClagoon?

VNClagoon is an integrated suite of enterprise applications offering a secure alternative to the established software giants.

Now it is possible to collaborate with anyone, from anywhere, on any device, under the strictest privacy standards available while retaining the right to digital sovereignty.

Secure File Sync & Share

VNCsafe offers File Sync & Share in a secure manner with plenty of intelligent features. Access your files from any device: no matter which device you are using – Desktop, Laptop, Tablet or a Smartphone – your data travel with you!

Organize your most crucial or important data with the help of “favorites” for fast retrieval. Tag your content to get organized – even when your data store grows.

Share your folders and files securely with internal and external users via e.g. password protection and limited availability.

Universal File Access

Sync your data bidirectionally with other tools. Your files are synced to several file stores and applications.
VNCoffice

Business-hardened office suite software with long-term, multi-platform support

The enterprise-ready edition of the world’s most widely used Open Source office suite.

VNCoffice in the Cloud on your Own Terms: Powerful and customizable online office suite, that enables you to access documents online, author new content and work collaboratively.

VNCoffice offers a new level of collaboration: It provides the installation and administration utilities together with long-term maintenance and contracted support to deliver successful deployments with expertise.

Create content of any kind easily and quickly with VNCoffice - the powerful office suite.
Your Cloud Office Suite

Use VNCo within VNClagoon: No local installation is required to work with documents stored in VNCsafe in your browser. Work on your calculations online or as a team, within VNCsafe.

Writer
Full-featured word processing and desktop publishing tool.

Calc
Calc is easy to learn and has a comprehensive range of advanced functions.

Impress
Create effective multimedia presentations.

Draw
Produce anything from a quick sketch to a complex plan.

Base
Full-featured desktop database front end, designed to meet the needs of a broad array of users.

Math
Math is a formula editor, that can be invoked in your text documents and spreadsheets.

How are vulnerable data protected with VNClagoon?

With VNClagoon you can protect sensitive data at the following levels:

- Hosting of applications in the place of trust (private cloud, hosting provider, on premise)
- Granular access control for administration, managers, clients etc.
- Open source code, therefore auditable
“VNC and DFB GmbH have been working together intensively for many years. We want to continue and expand this. The DFBnet mailbox developed and implemented by VNC has enormously accelerated and simplified our internal communication. With this, we see ourselves well prepared for future requirements.”

Steffen Iredi, authorized signatory at DFB GmbH and responsible Director Technology & Operations

“VNC challenges the software giants that are oppressing the market with their expensive, inflexible and uninventive proprietary solutions. It’s time for open-source applications to finally replace them. We use VNC’s collaboration tools ourselves, including VNCTalk and, most recently, VNChannels. The tools have made the transition to working from home extremely easy. The comprehensive VNClagoon product suite is a real highlight in terms of functionality and operation.”

Alain Blaes, Managing Director of PR-COM Beratungs-gesellschaft für strategische Kommunikation mbH

“The federal state church intranet should strengthen communication and cooperation within the state church. The basic aim is to provide all full-time employees and volunteers of the regional church with access to an innovative, modern and unified communication and collaboration infrastructure. The VNClagoon products are particularly well suited for this, because they allow us as a state church – in addition to the many functionalities provided – the possibility of customization options to individual needs within our church. “

Tabea Langguth, Project Manager Landeskirchenweites Intranet, EKBO

“My team and I are very thankful for being able to count on the professional and sophisticated VNC team. VNC has supported us with a series of important projects, always exceeding our high expectations.”

Marius Hjelset, Project Head Hosted Services, Vodafone Group
Thank you for your Interest!

VNC - Virtual Network Consult AG is a leading developer of open source-based enterprise applications and positions itself as an open and secure alternative to the established software giants. With VNClagoon, the organization with its global open source developer community has created an integrated product suite for enterprises, characterized by high security, state-of-the-art technology and low TCO. VNC's customers include system integrators and telcos as well as large enterprises and institutions.

Book a meeting

calendly.com/vnclagoon

Contact Us

info@vnc.biz